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1. From the 1th – 3th of August 2018, at

2. The overall objective of the II Regional

Joaquim Chissano Conference Center,

Symposium on Greening the Judiciary in

Maputo,

Africa was to promote a move to a

Mozambique

hosted

the

II

sustainable capacity-building.

Regional Symposium on the theme:
Greening the Judiciary in Africa “A Move

3. The specific objectives of the II

to Sustainable Capacity-Building”. The

Regional Symposium were to:

symposium was jointly organized by
UNEP

and

the

Supreme

Mozambique,

Ministry

Constitutional

and

Court

of

Religious

of

i.

Justice,

of environmental law into judicial

Affair

curricula in Africa;

through the Centro de Formação Jurídica
e

Judiciária-CFJJ/Mozambican

promote a sustainable integration

ii.

Judicial

Review and validate the draft
regional

trainer’s

guide

and

Training Centre with support of the

framework for judicial education

Suisse Development Cooperation (SDC),

on environmental law;

Austrian Development Agency (ADA),

iii.

Create a platform for Francophone

International Commission of Jurist (ICJ),

and Anglophone African countries

United

to

Nations

Drugs

and

Crimes

identify

emerging

(UNODC), International Fund for Animal

environmental issues, exchange

Welfare, Institut de la francophonie pour

best

le développement durable (IFDD), Global

synergistic relationships;

Judicial Institute on the Environment and

iv.

practices

Evaluate

and

progress

establish

made

and

South African Judicial Education Institute

challenges faced by countries in

(SAJEI).

advancing judicial education;

The

meeting

attracted

45

countries out of which 42 were from

v.

Africa and 3 visiting Africa.

Review and validate the draft rules
and regulations of the Africa
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vi.

judicial educators network on

representatives from across Africa. In

environmental law;

addition, we had 42 Judicial Training

To launch African Judicial Network

Institutions or programmes. The missing

on

education,

countries were Algeria, Egypt, Libya,

discuss and finalize governance

Sudan, Southern Sudan, Eritrea, Somalia

matters.

Djibouti, Comoros, Mauritania and Cape

Environmental

Verde. We had also academics, media

4. The outcomes of the II Regional

personalities,

Symposium are:

experts,

A. An African Judicial Network of
Environmental
common

education

goals

on

with

Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho,
Mozambique, Rwanda, Sao Tome and

environmental law into judicial

Principe, Senegal, Swaziland, The Gambia,

curricula in both Anglophone and

Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, United Republic of

judicial

Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Sierra Leon,

training Institutes on a sustainable

Morocco, Senegal, Madagascar, Seychelles,

basis;
monitoring

Mauritius,

and

evaluation committee to ensure
implementation

of

the

society

represented: Algeria, Benin, Burkina Faso,

B. A comprehensive plan to integrate

C. Established

civil

5. The following Member States were

judicial

Africa;

African

practitioners,

Law

organizations and resource persons.

education on environmental law in

Francophone

Environmental

agreed

Botswana,

Liberia,

Guine-Bissau,

Bukina-faso,

Ghana,

Guine-Conacri,

Mali,

Niger,

Cameroon,
Burundi,

Central Africa Republic, Nigeria, Chad,

agenda.

Namibia, Angola, Malawi.

5. The Symposium was attended by over
7. The II Symposium was held in the 3

45 countries out of which 42 are from

languages that are English, French and

Africa and 3 are visiting Africa. We had 73

Portuguese,

Judges and Magistrate’s participants with

to

allow

for

easy

communication, active participation and

28 Chief Justices, Presidents of National

constructive exchange during the

and Regional Courts or their
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discussions.

President of the Global Judicial Institute
for the Environment

OPENING CEREMONY

10. Intervention of United Nations

8. The Opening Ceremony of the II

Environmental

Regional Symposium was graced by the
presence

of

the

Guest

of

Programme-

UNEP

Elizabeth Marruma Mrema- Director of

Honour,

Law Division

Honourable Chief Justice of Mozambique,
Adelino Manuel Muchanga, who delivered
the Keynote and Opening Speech.
9. Statements were also delivered at the
Opening Ceremony by Your Excellence
the Ministry of Justice, Constitutional and
Religious Affair of Mozambique, Joaquim

In her statement, Ms. Elizabeth Mrema

Verissimo, UNEP Director of Law Division,

spoke

Ms. Elizabeth Marruma Mrema, the
Chairman

of

the

African

on

global

aspects

on

the

environment, state of the environment in

Judicial

Africa;

Education Network on Environmental

environmental

crimes,

cooperation between judiciaries, making

Law, Sir Dennis Adjei, the representative

the judiciary greener and UNEP's role in

of UNODC- Investigation and Prosecution

judicial work in Africa. She stated that the

of Wildlife Crime, Ms. Ingrid Elliott, Your

eradication of poverty and increasing

Excellence Ambassador of Switzerland in

livelihoods in Africa are highly dependent

Mozambique, Mr. Mirco Mazone, His

on our natural resources. She also noted

Excellency representative of the Austrian

that at the current rate of environmental

Embassy in Mozambique, Mr. Hubert

degradation

Neuwirth, the representative of the

resources,

Francophonie Institute for Sustainable

and
the

exploitation

regions

quest

of
for

sustainable development is alarmingly

Development, Ms. Faouzia Abdoulhalik,

threatened and concluding alerting that

António Benjamim, Minister Judge of the

the current alarming trends of losses on

Supreme Court of Justice of Brazil and

our natural capital are linked to
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ineffectiveness of legal frameworks put in

examine the most effective ways of

place to regulate these pressures. What

imparting knowledge and skills in the

accordingly for her this is exuberated by

judiciaries

the weak capacity in ensuring compliance

development of long term and sustainable

of the legal structures. This is where as

methodologies

the Judiciaries come in to help this

judiciaries and move away from those ad

continent and its people. She also indicate

hoc, costly and unsustainable methods of

that the judiciaries and the judges have a

equipping the judiciaries.

critical

role

to

play

in

ensuring

and

also

of

to

ensure

equipping

the

the

11. Intervention of the Chairman of the

environmental matters are adequately

Africa Judicial Education Network on

and fairly adjudicated to ensure these

Environmental Law- Sir Dennis Adjei

environmental injustices are mitigated or
avoided. For Elizabeth Mrema it is
therefore imperative to enhance the
capacities of the Judiciaries in Africa in
adjudication of environmental matters as
a major contribution to sustainable
development.

And

she

justified

the

presence in the Maputo Symposium as a
way to frame a sustainable foundation to
enable you the judiciaries contribute to

In his intervention the Chairman of

that noble goal. Furthermore she states

AJENEL, Sir Denis Adjei, underlined the

that Africa must harness its huge political,

importance of judicial education in Africa

economic and social dividends including

and he recalled for a need for cooperation

those in adjudication of disputes. Africa

among the judicial training institutions in

ought to exploit its potentials and

Africa and how the network evolved. He

strengthen

the

also informed about the major results of

judiciaries themselves in the field of

the network achieved so far as he

environmental protection and advance

outlined the expected launching of the

judicial effectiveness in environmental

AJENEL and the election of his members.

cooperation

among

matters. She urges the judiciaries to
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Of the Chairman and the committee

Development Cooperation, he bring some

members.

lights about the work and support of SDC
in

12. Ingrid Elliott- UNODC Consultant-

Mozambique

programmes

Investigation and Prosecution of Wildlife

and

environment
stated

that

The

development partnership between the

Crime

governments

of

Switzerland

and

Mozambique remote in the mid-1970s,
since the first peace agreement in 1992,
Switzerland

has

expanded

its

development cooperation in Mozambique.
The combined expertise and resources of
the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation and the State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs have assisted national
The representative of UNODC, Ingrid

partners

Elliot, stated that poaching happens in a

achievements in the areas of economic

very sophisticated way and is also

development, health, water, sanitation,

incorporating drug trafficking as an

governance

international form of trafficking that fools

empowerment. Switzerland is prepared

the entire judicial system. The need to

to support the Mozambican government,

build capacity of researchers from all

including the judiciary, in fulfilling its

African countries, but the importance of

responsibilities

the work of judges to achieve the desired

growth and reduce a greater percentage

impact is a reality. Finally, he said that

of poverty. With this aim, focused on the

UNODC hopes that this symposium will

Agenda for Sustainable Development and

contribute to the adoption of these

within the framework of the Five-Year

measures.

Plan of the Government of Mozambique,
he

13. In his remarks the Excellence Mr.

in

stressed

achieving

and

to

that

important

civil

promote

the

society

inclusive

support

of

Switzerland is aimed at strengthening

Mico Mazoni, Representative of Suisse

governance at the local level. In this
regard, Switzerland counts on the Land

6

Use Rights - Land Use Rights - LUR III

be the principle of actions to promote the

program in Mozambique to support

protection of the rights of communities on

efforts to promote land use rights and

their lands, as well as to judicial

benefits of natural resources.

intervention

He added that the Centre for Legal and

environmental and related conflicts.

in

matters

related

to

Judicial Training- Centro de Formacao
Juridica e Judiciaria was included in

14. Intervention of the Representative

component IV of the LUR III program,

of the Austrian Development Agency

mainly in order to allow greater synergy
between civil society organizations and
State institutions, particularly in the
administration of justice, but also with a
view to legitimizing the training and
education and legal education of citizens
in terms of environment, land and natural
resources.
The coordination and realization of this

Mr. Hubert Neuwirth speaking on behalf

symposium is a clear demonstration of

of the Austrian Development Agency he

the commitment and the search to

also enhancing the work and support of

operationalize the actions that contribute

ADA

to the achievement of positive and

programmes

sustainable results in the justice sector, so

economic development can only be

the Centre for Legal and Judicial Training,

achieved

the Directorate and all its team as well as

environmental sustainability issues are

the United Nations Environment Program

taken into account. Austria has been

team, the Supreme Court are to be

supporting a regional program on crime

commended

In

against the environment. It therefore

conclusion, he mentioned that it is hoped

underlined the paramount importance of

that the Second Symposium will not only

including

be

prosecutors, lawyers, the press, schools,

another

for

the

occasion

initiative.

for

the

implementation of the program, but will

7

in

Mozambique
stated

in

the

the

environment

that

long

judiciary,

inclusive

term

if

public

among others, in the judicial education

in case of violation of environmental

project on the environment.

standards.

15. Intervention of Institute of the

About 10 years ago the IFDD collaborated

Francophonie for Sustainable

with several institutional authors such as

Development-IFDD

the IUCN or the UN Environment Program
on the challenges that have to do with the
application of environmental law in the
Francophone African countries.
In

2009

there

was

a

training

of

magistrates to update their knowledge on
judicial enforcement and there were also
workshops on environmental law in
French-speaking Africa, in particular in
Burkina Faso, and this work was also
Ms Faouzia Abdoulhalik speaking on

facilitated and recently in collaboration

behalf of IFDD she stated that the

with

Institute

for

participated in the development of the

Sustainable Development is proud of the

African strategy for the implementation of

work, above all to be able to contribute to

environmental law, as part of an

reinforce this positive momentum for the

international

valorization

of

the

the

environmental law in Africa in Abidjan,

environment

in

the African

judicial

Côte d'Ivoire , production and diffusion of

systems. The Office is convinced that

knowledge. Following this participation of

judicial authors have an important role to

the IFDD a specialized magazine was

play in the application of environmental

produced, the African magazine of the

law as well as in education and training to

right of the environment.

of

the

Francophonie

right

of

the

IUCN,

the

IFDD

colloquium

actively

on

the people and communities, in particular
At the symposium on the effectiveness of

when awarding environmental cases,

environmental law and the integration of

through the application of the sanctions

environmental matters in judicial
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education held in Yaoundé, Cameroon, a

16. Intervention of the President of the

partnership dynamic strengthened by the

Global

IFDD, IUCN, UNEP and CEDAU resulted in

Environment

Judicial

Institute

for

the

the finalization of various instruments
including

the

legal

manual

on

environmental law in Africa to be
launched at this symposium.
Lastly, she said that she was certain of the
determination of all to continue the
efforts already made to make progress in
making environmental law in Africa a
capacity-

In his statement the Honorable Judge

building activities of magistrates and by

António Benjamim, Minister Judge of the

encouraging best practices to contribute

Supreme Court of Justice of Brazil and

to

of

President of the Global Judicial Institute

environmental law and the effective

for the Environment emphasized the

implementation of the objectives of

importance of Africa in the perspective of

sustainable development goals. To this

biodiversity but also of the major

end, the commitment of all to the

problems

effectiveness of environmental law also

including

involves a consolidation of collaboration

desertification. Furthermore, in terms of

with judicial institutions to promote a

symbolism, he emphasized the fact that it

perfect integration of environmental law

is not possible to protect the environment

in the judicial area.

without the intervention of judges and,

reality,

by supporting the

strengthening

the

state

affecting

the

climate

environment,
change

and

secondly, that it is not possible to
intervene judicially in the protection of
the

environment,

without

adequate

training of these judges.
For the President of the Global Judicial
Institute for the Environment, the fact
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that judges, and especially those of his

As third point of the content Antonio

generation,

Herman

did

not

have

adequate

Benjamin

mentioned

the

training in environmental law during

international instrument that he says has

their studies at the Faculty of Law,

to do with Africa but concerns the entire

constitutes

undoubtedly

world, the 1968 Convention on the

undermines, but does not prevent judges

Protection and Conservation of Natural

from exercising their role of protecting

Resources, updated in Maputo in 2003.

a

gap

that

the environment.

He recalled that the Maputo Convention

This is why he highlights two points from

took thirteen years to come into force.

the

the

After being opened to signatures and

leadership of Africa through the work of

ratifications in 2003, only on July 10,

UNEP, with its collaborators in judicial

2016

training on Environmental Law and

ratifications for entry into force. He

second, the role of judges in protecting

acknowledged that this is one of the most

the

important texts that international legal

perspective

environment.

of

He

symbolism:

went

forward

has

it

achieved

the

sixteen

mentioning, in terms of content, three

protection

points: the first is that judges when

coincidentally was discussed in this

dealing with environmental issues are

extraordinary city and in this magnificent

working within a larger umbrella that we

country. He affirmed that in several of

call the State of Environmental Law, and

these countries, of the sixteen that have

the

Law

ratified until now, were the judges who

presupposes an independent judiciary

knocked on the door of the Ministries of

and judges with fundamental guarantees,

Foreign Affairs, the Federal Senate or

since there is little point in having an

even the Presidency of the Republic to ask

excellent legislative framework for the

for the ratification of his State and one of

protection of the environment when

the last ratifying countries was Burkina

judges and the judiciary do not have the

Faso who was also present in the

means

Symposium.

State

to

of

carry

Environmental

out

their

mission

independently.

in

the

world,

and

that

He also mentioned two extremely positive
developments that are optimistic about
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the work of the judges in protecting the

17. Speech of His Excellency Joaquim

environment: first, the fact that with the

Veríssimo,

support of UNEP, with the Elizabeth

Constitutional and Religious Affairs of

Mrema's leadership, we are moving

the Republic of Mozambique

Minister

of

Justice,

towards approval of the global pact for
the environment. And on this pact it is
important that all judges are engaged
because it will be the first international
treaty that had in its elaboration the
direct participation of the judges, through
the work done by the Constitutional
Council of France and by the direct,
proactive and energetic intervention that

Speaking on behalf of the Prime-Ministry

is proper to the President of France,

of Mozambique His Excellency Joaquim

Emanuel

Veríssimo,

Macron.

He

finally

also

Minister

of

Justice,

mentioned that all initiatives for the

Constitutional and Religious Affairs of the

training of judges in the field of the

Republic of Mozambique acknowledged

environment are initiatives that began

the importance of the event that both

more than two decades ago, Today they

Mozambique is proud of, not only because

are part of a new institution created last

of

year and with statutes registered as an

because it enhances and elevates the level

international organization in Geneva,

of commitment of the Mozambican Justice

which

Administration

is

the

Global

Judicial

its

international

dimension,

Sector,
to

with

sustainable

but

its

Environmental Institute. And the Global

contribution

socio-

Judicial Institute of the Environment is at

economic development. He congratulated

this precise moment, to elaborate, with

the organizers of the event, especially the

one of the arms of the environmental law

Supreme Court of Mozambique and the

program that is Informeia, based in

Judicial Training Centre, who took the

Geneva, the environmental judicial portal.

wise decision to apply for Mozambique
and mobilize various follow-ups for the
symposium, which is an opportunity that
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is proud of the Mozambican Justice Sector

safeguard the rights of communities living

and highlights once again the name of

in areas with natural resources, even

Mozambique in the concert of nations. He

though the teaching of environmental law

pointed

is recognized in some Faculties of Law,

out

that

the

economic

management of natural resources and the

which is clearly insufficient.

environment is a determining factor in

He also recognized the need to explore a

the achievement of sustainable and

wider debate at the II Symposium on

inclusive development and a solid basis

environmental factors and impacts, as

for ensuring the satisfaction of current

well as on the terms of the regulation

needs, while always preserving natural

itself, on the conditions and effectiveness

resources to meet the development needs

of the application of the law in force and

of future generations

on the judicial system in this area.

He mentioned that in order to ensure the

He

integration of the green economy and the
green

growth

development

agenda

into

priorities,

multiple environmental challenges of
judicial systems such as poaching, illegal

resources, the Mozambican Government's

trafficking of flora and fauna, contributing

Five Year Program 2015-2019, highlights
action,

which

concentrate

the

Justice

strengthening

measures

to

and

efficient and quality responses to the

and the sustainable use of natural

strategic

judges

operators, should be trained to provide

the

conservation of ecosystems, biodiversity

as

that

prosecutorial, as well as other judicial

national

ensuring

emphasized

to respect for the law and voluntary and

should

conscious

Sector,

adherence

to

good

environmental practices.

combat

poaching and illegal trafficking in flora

He stressed the need for Mozambique to

and fauna.

implement correctly the Law on the
Protection, Conservation and Sustainable

He pointed out that in the field of the

Use of Biological Diversity, which imposes

judicial system, there is a gap in the

harsh prison sentences against traffickers

training of judicial operators in matters of
sustainable

management

of

of

natural

protected

forest

species

criminalizes hunting using prohibited

resources and the environment to better
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and

weapons and mechanical traps, as well as

Finally, he reiterated the determination of

slaughter of protected species.

the Mozambican Government to make
this strategic partnership an opportunity

With reference to the official data, he

for the development of initial and

mentioned that in Mozambique, from the

continuing training programs aimed at

year 2016 to 2018, 1255 Process-Crimes,
concerning

illegal

logging,

professionals in the Administration of

forbidden

Justice

hunting that created untold damage for

the

comprise 40% of wealth lost on the
continent

through

oriented

towards

professional practice, as a contribution to

the Mozambican State, which together

African

system,

sustainable

development

of

Mozambique and the African continent.

poaching,

illegal logging, mineral resources and

18. Speech of the Honourable Chief

other environmental crimes.

Justice

of

Mozambique,

Adelino

Manuel Muchanga

He also highlighted the great challenge for
all, to pay more attention to the initiation
of the process in order to reformulate the
training program of the Judicial Training
Centre and the massification of its
implementation to the greatest number of
practicing magistrates to raise awareness
the

principles,

responsibilities

and

economic and social benefits of good
environmental practice.
Honourable Chief Justice Adelino Manuel

He stressed that sustainable human

Muchanga delivered the keynote speech

development is ensured by a strong rule

on behalf of the Judiciary of Mozambique

of law, where courts play a key role in

and he spokes about the Work of the

guaranteeing equal protection and access
to

economic

opportunities,

judiciary in Mozambique, work of the

social

judiciary in Africa on environment and

protection and environmental protection.

the relation with human rights, wildlife
crime and the Cooperation among the

13

judiciaries in Africa. The hounorable Chief

legislation

Justice of Mozambique took the floor and

administrative,

began

criminal

by

warmly

distinguished

greeting

guests

a

the

rise

to

contraventional

liability

(including

civil,
and
legal

typical

persons). Despite the abundance of the

Mozambican manner, inviting them all to

legal apparatus, which is broad and

stand up as they were called delegation

comprehensive, recurrent situations are

throw delegation. After he greeting all the

reported

African

persistence of negative and criminal

delegations

in

all

gives

represented

in

Maputo he wished a warm welcome to all

that

demonstrate

the

practices against the environment.

the participants.
He pointed out that even more serious is
Speaking of the work of the Mozambican

the lack of adequate accountability of the

judiciary on environmental protection, he

agents involved for reasons ranging from

said

corruption, lack of sensitivity on the

that

several

ordinary

laws

materialize the constitutional command

severity

of environmental protection, namely, the

environmental

Environment Law, the Mining Law, the

intervention of influential figures in

Water Law, the Forest and Wildlife Law,

society and the lack domain of legal

and Penal Code all provides for various

instruments.

mechanisms,

such

as

licensing,

environmental

the

damages

high

risk

of

environmental

degradation.

For

the

protection

the

environment,

the

of

or

the

provided
legislation

for
still

in
lack

prevalence of abusive attacks on the

the

environment does not result from the lack
of an adequate framework, but from its

liability insurance for those engaged in
involving

damage

of

regulation, it can be said that the

environment, the obligation of civil

activities

institutes

environmental

reacting, with suspensive effect, against
that

consequences

He acknowledged that although some of

impact

environmental embargo as a means of

activity

the

environmental

assessment and environmental audits,

any

of

effectiveness. It is within this dimension
of effectiveness of the environment
legislation that one of the great challenges
for the Judiciary lies, demanding a

violation of the mentioned environmental
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rigorous, fast and robust action, imposing

the complexity of environmental conflicts

exemplary measures of punishment and

which

reversion in favor of the State of the

corruption, influence peddling, smuggling,

instruments and proceeds of crime, in the

tax evasion and other economic-financial

prospect not only of special prevention,

offenses.

involve

phenomena

such

as

but also of general prevention, inhibiting
He emphasized that the African Judicial

new attacks on the environment.

Training

Schools

Network

in

which

was

The Chief Justice exhorted the Legal and

environmental

Judicial Training Schools and partners to

intended to be approved and launched

be united to combat illegal activities that

and also the Regional Curriculum and

challenge the environment and natural

Training Manuals on Environmental Law,

resources

the

the adoption of which was also planned

sustainable

for during the symposium, represent a

and

achievement

of

development

goals.

undermine
our

the

giant step in the consolidation of the role

importance of developing a well-informed

of the judiciary in the protection of the

judiciary on the rapid expansion of the

environment and in the process of

borders of law, and in particular of

training

environmental law,

judiciaries.

sustainable

Recognizing

matters,

in

the

platforms

to

be

established during the three days will also

participants to raise awareness of the role

provide opportunities for the exchange of

of

of

information and experiences on the

also

adjudication of environmental cases on

judiciary

environmental

in

the

protection.

he

The

friendly

urged

the

development,

field of

environmentally

field
He

mentioned that in recent decades there

the continent.

has been a significant development of
He concluded by thanking UNEP and all

advocacy and promotion of "green courts"

partners for their support and declared

and environmental courts specializing in

open the Second Regional Symposium on

the resolution of environmental conflicts.

the Greening of the Judiciary.

That’s why in this regard he also pointed
out that adequate and specialized training

19. Session 2: Judicial Education in

in environmental law is required given

Africa- Following the opening ceremony,

15

presentations were delivered on the

pressing and urgent demand to protect

following themes:

the environment in Africa.
Addressing the issue of the creation of the

i)

Role of the judiciary in greening

Green Courts, he recalled the complexity

judicial education

of environmental law and the importance

In accordance with the agenda of the

of

symposium, this presentation was done

Africa.

well

as

of green courts, the idea of which emerges

by indicating environmental challenges
in

as

which has as its background the creation

Court Judge Luis Mondlane who started

opportunities

education

cooperation between the Judicial Schools,

by Honorauble Mozambican Supreme

and

judicial

in the Global Changing Symposium held in

Taking

Johannesburg in August 2002 in which

advantage of a story of a pilot flying over

resulted in the establishment of the

the Zambezi River in Mozambique in one

Johannesburg Principle on the rule of

of his trips were he found a beautiful

environmental

stone whose value he did not know at the

law

and

sustainable

development.

time but that he took the stone with him
to his house and left it in his living room.

He recalled that the global principles on

Later on that trip that pilot would come to

the

find out through the visit of a friend that

development

after all the beautiful stone was very

principles,

valuable. When he discovered the stone

participation

validity he decided to return to the place

environmental issues, access to justice for

where he was supposed to have found the

defense

stone but due to the climatic changes he

environmental

could no longer locate it because instead

relevant information.

of land in that place was a river passing

He mentioned that the Johannesburg

by. With this story the Judge wish to

Principles calls for institutional and legal

explain

changes

that

the

Judicial

Training

rule

of

law
are

and

sustainable

composed of four

namely

improving

in

decision-making

and

public

strengthening
and

rights

which

have

access

significance

and Prosecutors do not need to wait

economies market such as Africa, trade

longer in order to realize that there is
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cases

of
to

significant

Institutions in Africa, as well as the Judges

in

on

of

emerging

and other development issues that are in

Constitutions of African countries but also

some ways clashing with environmental

acknowledged the notable advances in

imperatives. He recalled that it will be

the different laws that move towards

important to bridge the gaps between

greater protection of environmental law.

policy

environmental

In order to reinforce his opinion, he cited

protection as well as compliance with

the decisions of the African Human Rights

environmental laws in an efficient way.

Commission, namely the SERAC decision,

To do so, he pointed out that there needs

where he praised the importance of

to

and

African judiciaries in adjudicating cases

the

involving violations of environmental law.

responsibility of applying the law to

Finally, he summed up saying that it is

specific cases and resolving all disputes

time for the judiciaries in Africa to take

before them.

care of and to improve the culture and the

be

objectives

a

competent

strong,

and

independent

judiciary

with

appropriate environment and to think in

He also mentioned that from the point of

an environmental way, in a green way and

view of the citizen, the judiciary is the

also to act greening as only then will it be

most important body of the State because

possible

it’s the last resource that citizens can use

to

talk

about

sustainable

judiciary.

to pursuit protection against possible
excesses of the legislative and executive

•

This presentation was followed by

bodies. If the judiciary carries out its role

debate through which several

of

issues were raised about:

guardian

and

protector

of

the

Constitution and of fundamental rights, as
•

is the case of the right to the environment,

The appropriateness or otherwise
of the use of court advisors for

then the judiciary in return will receive

cases

greatest respect and trust from the public.

involving

environmental

disputes instead of invest on

Finally he asked about what we can say

training and specialize judges and

about the adjudication of environmental

prosecutors;

rights in Africa? In reply, he said that
•

environmental and related rights were

Poor

adjudication

of

environmental cases by the courts

absent in the initial drafts of the
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and poor
decisions

reasoning of court
on

the

strategic

environment

courts.

The importance of considering
of

ii). Judicial Education and Judicial

environmental law in all judicial

Networks: Experiences and Lessons

training institutes as a means of

from Regions (Asia, Latin America and

improving

Europe)

the

subject

adjudication

of

The panel discussion was composed of

environmental cases;

speakers from Asia, Latin America and

lack of litigation by lawyers,

Europe.

human rights defenders and civil

The

speakers

shared

the

experiences and lessons of the regions

society in general of cases

with regard to judicial education and

involving violation of

judicial networks, as following:

environmental law;
•

environmental

violation of environmental law to the

compulsory

•

on

matters so that they can bring cases of

matters;
•

litigation

lack of monitoring to evaluate the

1- Speakers from Latin America (Brazil)

impact on the work of judges of

After referring to the statute of the

the environmental training that is

Brazilian National Training school for

given

Judges, the speaker, former Court of

Concerning to some questions raised it

Appeal Judge, Eladio LECEY, stated that

was stated that it is necessary to provide

the school conducts initial, continuous

appropriate

on

and specialized training of judges. In

environmental law for judges and also

initial training, as in other degrees of

enact public policies for the introduction

training, there is a very strong concern for

of environmental education for the rest of

environmental issues. He highlighting

society. As it is not enough to have

that the school has a very well prepared

educated judges, it is also important to

body of trainers as well as a training

educate the population as well. At the

methods, in which the school favors the

end, it was suggested that members of

actives one.

legal

training

civil society organizations be trained in
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He emphasized that the Brazilian National

collective

Training school for Judges promotes

environmental law protection do so. In

courses in the environmental area and

the case of Brazil, these legitimated ones

conducting courses focused on the issue

end up taking cases to court and these

of the rights of the indigenous peoples

cases are known and decided by the

and has an agenda for this second

judiciary and doing so the judiciary,

semester. The account has five courses in

inevitable, ends up having positive action

the environmental area including training

what contributing to a judiciary with

courses for trainers and vacancies for

extensive

Lusophone

environmental issues.

African

Training

Schools

where interested parties can get some

rights

in

experience

the

and

field

active

of

on

Responding on how can judge’s decisions

places and take part in the conducted

guarantee

courses.

environmental

acknowledged

that

in

law,

she

fact

the

Following the presentations the Judge of

environmental issues are transversal,

the

Brazil,

multidisciplinary and therefore they are

Clarides RAHMEIER, took the floor and

challenging in the sense that we have to

said that the central idea that would like

recognize that what we have to face goes

to pass as a magistrate who has been

beyond the legal matters. In her opinion,

acting for 13 years in the environmental

there’s a need to know basic questions of

bureau is that in Brazil there is a high

environmental law and consequently

degree of greening environmental issues

other areas of human knowledge such as

in the judiciary. Accordingly, as she stated

biology, geology and others. For a good

any environmental issue that is discussed

decision it is also necessary to resort to

in the media will likely end up at the

technicians, experts in environmental

judiciary.

matters. In the context of the training of

Environmental

Court

in

future judges, she stated that the in locu

She also mentioned that in Brazil, the

contacts with the critical points of society

Attorney general is very active, NGOs,

are privileged in order to know the reality

indigenous communities are also active. It

that they will find on the ground.

is therefore important to emphasize that
legal persons paid legally to expedite
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To conclude it was noted that it takes the

To answer on this question she proposed

courage of the judges to guarantee the

four criteria. The first criterion, according

environmental law. The Judicial Training

to the presenter should question to whom

Schools for Judges throughout the world

is the network? If is whether for judges

must have sufficient autonomy to accredit

and prosecutors who are still being

their courses and prepare magistrates so

trained or whether for those on duties or

that environmental jurisdiction, as in

even for trainers. In this regard, she

Brazil, has a fundamental tool through the

explained that the target group of the

procedural system turned to the defense

network could be mixed, that is, it could

of the environment. In Brazil the Judges

cover all professionals within the justice

decides an environmental case as it

sector. And in this sense it is necessary to

decides a civil law issue, urging that

question what the purposes of the

Africa

training

needs

to

evolve

in

this

understanding.

and

what

the

appropriate

methodology to be used. That is, to train
who and how to form?

2- Speakers from Europe (France)

The second criterion is what is the role for

This presentation was done by Marie

the judicial network members? In this

COMPERE, Magistrate and representative

regard she questioned whether the

of the International Department of the

Judicial Training Institutes were are

French National School for the Judiciary

actors or simply consulted entities. She

(ENM) who started by indicating that

recalled that it is better for judicial

Europe has the Council of Europe which

training institutes to participate in the

has set up a training network for legal

functioning and dynamics of the judicial

professionals and has a network that

network. It is even more important that

brings together all member countries. Her

judicial

presentation was about the methodology

training

institutes

claim

autonomy and independence from their

to follow on the process of establish a

states, which involves establishing a

Judicial networks and she start by Asking

statute, establishing a permanent budget

how to compose a Judicial Network.

and governing bodies for the JTIs. And it
is important that these instances be
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coordinated by entities that will be

issues of extreme importance: the first

pleased to work together.

was that the Sri Lanka Judicial Training

Third criteria, each network must find its

Institute for Judges started with the

focus and concentrate on it. A network

trainings of Judges only in 1985. Before

corresponds to specific needs. As she

that, Sir Lanka had no judicial training

stated the network cannot concentrate in

institute

all.

independently and often not articulated.

The fourth criteria, what instrument of

He stated that the training within the

internal and pedagogical regulation can be

institute are organized in two segments,

adopted? What a network can do, what

has recycle courses for those who were

pedagogical tools should be adopted. The

trained before the establishment of the

underlined the European experience by

school and also for those who are

saying that the network can conduct

receiving continuous training. The JTI has

exchanges

can

courses for judicial officials and has

organize seminars, but this may be of

decentralized courses for the provincial

interest of the evolved schools, if the

level, directed to the judges acting within

institutes have experiences to share. It is

the provincial level.

therefore a professional cooperation. It is

He also mentioned that the institute has

necessary to make a better choice as to

in job training, has issues that need

the model to be adopted, which implies

further training in certain areas and the

knowing the

schools

institute selects some experienced judges

involved. If the choice is not readable and

to ministers this training. The institute

does not reflect the wishes of the network

also organized seminars at provincial

of schools involved, then the network may

level and all judges participate including

not bring the expected benefits.

Supreme Court judges. The presence of

between

needs

trainers,

of the

it

each

judge

was

trained

the Supreme Court judges helps to clarify
3- Speakers from Asia (Sri Lanka)

certain jurisprudence to the younger

This topic was presented by the Court of

judges.

Appeal Honorable Judge of the of Sri

He concludes by saying that the institute

Lanka,

has links with the institute of judges of

Lakshman

Tikiri

Bandara

DEHIDENYA, who referred to two selected

Japan, India and several other
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organizations. Has training abroad, sends

environmental

issues,

environmental

judges to regional training courses. Some

principles,

judges work as regional trainers in cyber

relating to the environmental law, it

crime. Finally, he said that the institute

shapes judicial actors focusing on the

had a training manual on environmental

penalties and nature of environmental

law which made formal delivery to the

crimes. The Kenyan Judicial Training

organization of the symposium.

Institute has already adopted the training

environmental conventions

manual for judges on environmental law
Panel Discussions: Status of Judicial

and has already organized a train the

Education in Africa on Environmental

trainer’s course, which has been done

Law including Wildlife

with the support of UNEP. At present, the
JTI’s

preparing

an

environmental

The presentations of the panels covered

reference book. The prospect is to have

national efforts in adjudication and

environmental cases that have come in

education

law

and been handled within the Kenya's

including wildlife. The panel was formed

green benches. He concluded by giving

by the follow African countries:

examples of environmental cases that

on

environmental

have come to the courts in Kenya, such as
1- Status of Judicial Education on

the case of the use of plastic bags in

Environmental Law and Wildlife crime

which, by court order, the use of the

in Kenya

plastic bag in Kenya was banned.

The Director of the Judicial Training
Institute of Judges of Kenya, Professor

2- Status of Judicial Education on

James Aggrey Otieno ODEK, start his

Environmental Law and Wildlife crime

presentation by notice that Kenya was

in Angola

one of the few countries in Africa to have

The Deputy-Director of the National

a specialized environmental court. The

Institute of Judicial Studies of Angola

Kenyan Environment court has the status

(INEJ), João Carlos António PAULINO,

of a Supreme Court. He further stated that

made

when they train judges around

acknowledge that to speak about Judicial

his

intervention

starting

training of judges and prosecutors in
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to

Angola also implies to mention the

when the National Parliament decided to

training of the same group in Centro de

approve the first law that served as a

of

basis for protection of the environment,

Formacao

Juridica

e

Judiciaria

Mozambique. Since these two countries

being

have

environmental protection. This law had as

closely

followed

the

same

designated

as

base-law

for

experiences that go to the exchange of

its

trainers and trainees from one school to

environmental education and training,

another, which is seen as positive. Prior to

prevention,

the establishment of INEJ, Angolan judges

accountability and the defense of genetic

were trained in Portugal or in Brazil.

resources.

Since the establishment of the Angolan

He

Judicial Training School in 2002, Angolan

constitutional

point

judges have been trained in Angola.

Constitution's

conformation

He mentioned that the training provided

protection

for judges and prosecutors of that time

subsequent to this 1998 law. Angola

did not include the environmental law,

currently has several institutions that

the topic related to environmental law in

concur

Angola only began to be implemented

environment,

with the implementation of the initial

regulation of solid waste, the Criminal

training course for judges in 2007 and

Investigation

last for 8 years. Until 2015, the institute

department that deals with the fight

continued with this model in which the

against organized crime and considers in

training

of

its internal plan the environmental crimes

included

the

judges

and

natural

prosecutors

resources

also

principles

international

mentioned

of

for

that

the

the
has

cooperation,

from

the

view,

the

of

regarding

environment

protection
the

Service

of

is

of

the

Institute

for

has

specific

as organized crimes. To concluding he

and

stated that Angola also has, along with the

environment module.
He

foundation

mentioned

that

Angola

environmental law, the land law.

is

independent for almost 43 years, and the
provide

3- Status of Judicial Education on

anything provision on environmental law.

Environmental Law and Wildlife crime

From the Constitutional point of view

in Burkina-Faso

first

Constitution

did

not

Angola had a legislative progress in 1988,

23

Environmental law in the context of
Burkina-Faso, in particular, has taken

He also stated that some academics

shape since the Stockholm Conference of

specializing in environmental law are

1972 and following a long drought that

used as trainers within the judicial

the country went through between 1973

training institute and also some Judges

and 1974, and it was from that period

who are also specialized in environmental

that Burkina Faso witnessed a genuine

law.

legislation and a real environmental

In terms of perspectives, he said that as of

regulation that has continued up to now.

mid-August the reading of curricula will
allow

Harmonious

and

inserting

environmental

considerable

law

new

subjects

and

will

in

allow

development of environmental law was

extending this discipline to integrate

not accompanied by the Judicial Training

other

Institute

is

environmental taxation, the principle of

happening, actually, is some training that

energy law and cooperation cross-border,

are

the

insisting on environmental and judicial

environment field as the mining and real

impact studies. Finally, he said it was

estate

important to also think about how to

not

of

Burkina-Faso.

rooted

directly

law training. These

What

in

kind of

important

trainings are given within the judicial

intervene

training

environmental trainings.

institute

supplemented

and

by

are

also

seminars

and

in

the

topics,

such

implementation

as

of

workshops held by the Ministry of the

4- Status of Judicial Education on

Environment, which punctually takes into

Environmental Law and Wildlife crime

account the judges needs and discusses

in South-Africa

environmental law and takes advantage

With regard to environmental crimes, the

of this occasion to make available some

Director of SAJEI, Gomolemo Mosho stated

laws in the environmental field for judges

that South Africa only started in 2015

and

environmental

with a seminar on organized crime that

conventions that the Burkina Faso had

took place in 2016 and put the two levels

ratified and some that have not yet been

of the judiciary that was to discuss these

to

also

discuss

ratified.
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issues and see how it is which we can

noting that the staff who wrote this

integrate into the curriculum.

manual is present at this symposium.

At this point the institute had help from
environment

5- Status of Judicial Education on

parliament because they had material and

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

knew with whom to speak and start

in Morocco

debating environmental crimes.

The

Recognizing that Africa has a problem

representing the Judiciary of Morocco,

with illegal rhino hunting, the institute

started by recalling that environmental

invited magistrates from Mozambique to

law is treated directly as a discipline

exchange good practices and then had to

within the organigram of the institute's

think about the next steps, when it

methodology, but it is a cross-cutting

approached UNEP to ask for help in

topic that is mainstreaming in all modules

integrating environmental law into the

of the training programs.

training

a

She recalls that after the recent reforms of

many

the judiciary in Morocco, the country has

magistrates from Portuguese-speaking

an independent judiciary, for example

countries

African

judges and magistrates no longer depend

Countries, in January 2017. This year

on the Ministry of Justice. The Supreme

South

wildlife

Court of Morocco shall ensure the

trafficking seminar where it also invited

continuous and initial training of judges

other judges to make presentations and

and magistrates. In this context several

share with the country's judges dealing

trainings were initiated under the scope

with these issues. The event was attended

of environmental law.

by judges from Kenya and others and this

She referred to the first case that was

forum

dealt with by the Court of Appeal for the

the

South

African

program,

symposium

which

attended

to

Africa

helped

led
by

Anglophone

hosted

in

the

the

to

exchange

of

presenter,

El

Malki

IMANE,

experience among the judges.

first time that a judicial body participated

In addition to existing laws in South

in a case-law. Specialized judges and

Africa, Judges and magistrates have

magistrates from around the world

joined together and created a book, a

participated,

manual made available on the website,

organization was there and several
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the

Francophone

partners were also present. There have

had receive environmental law lessons

also been publications of jurisprudence to

and also not during the initial training at

know the really meaning of the role of

the Judicial Training Institute. The lack of

environmental judge.

environmental

The presenter stressed out that with the

exacerbated when it comes to continuous

training

judicial training.

of

judges

in

the

field

of

law

training

is

environmental we intended to apply the

Another problem pointed to the judicial

procedures and to know how to protect

training in Mali is the absence of judges to

the environment through a well-written

train

decision in which nobody can pose

environmental issues.

obstacles

in

the

scope

of

the

other

junior

judges

on

its

implementation.

He also mentioned that in Mali judges are
of

very few times asked to deliver training

partnership agreements and conventions

because they are few and have no

have also been signed in Morocco in this

preparation to deal with environmental

regard with judicial training centre’s,

issues.

universities, research centers, schools and

With regard to the prospects for the

large institutes with the aim of ensuring

future and with regard to further training,

openness on environmental matters, legal

the Mali Judicial Training Institute should

and judiciary matters and also in the field

briefly elaborate a three-year training

of human rights which is a great added

program, 2019-2021, where it should

value for the training program.

include the environmental law module in

She

mentioned

that

a

number

the training programs.
6- Status of Judicial Education on
Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

He concluded stressing that it was

in Mali

necessary to focus on the quality of initial

The presentation was made by the

and continuous training and he assured

Director of the Mali Judicial Training

that the integration of environmental law

Institute, Badra Alou COULIBALY, who

into the institute's curricula will be

starting by mentioned that in Mali

implemented.

Universities, few judges and magistrates
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7- Status of Judicial Education on

He continues by saying that CAR has the

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

particularity of having the right of the

in Central African Republic

environment, land and natural resources
to be taught at Universities by experts in
the field.

The presentation was given by YackoissetWessekpama OSSENE, General Director of
the National School of Administration and

To conclude he stated, as a future

Magistracy of the Central African Republic

perspective, that the Judicial Institute will,

who, in speaking pointed out that the

after this symposium, organize training in

Central African Republic adopted

the environmental law for those who left
on

the ENAM without preparation in these

environmental protection, as well as a

matters and also for those who will be at

Forest, Mining and other forest and flora

the

Code. At present the school train judges

integration

and magistrates but there is no module of

environmental law to complete the

environmental

training of trainees.

international

conventions

law

in

the

training

initial

training,
of

a

there
module

will

be

on

the

program and much less on litigation
related to the environment despite the

8- Status of Judicial Education on

existence, in practice, of environmental

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

conflicts.

in Nigeria

He also stated that in the domestic sphere

The presentation was made by the

the courts can be called upon to decide on

Director of the Judicial Training Institute

environmental disputes since the country

of

has been registering the emergence of

OMOTESHO,

conflicts of this nature. There is a need to

environmental protection and wildlife

encourage this greening the judiciary

issues noted that Nigeria's laws provide

initiative as regards the revision of

protection to environment. He further

training programs and the integration of

notice that one of the fundamental

environmental law and environmental

objectives

litigation into our curricula and strategies.

Constitution refers to the duties’ of the

Nigeria,

set

Aboaba
who

out

Olugbenga
speaking

in

the

state to protect and improve the
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of

Nigerian

environment respect to water, air and

in Nigeria, current laws will help to end

earth.

these crimes. And in some cases the

From the implementation point of view,

reforms themselves apply to the law,

he mentioned that the National Judicial

which prevents the judiciary from fully

Training Institute of Nigeria conduct

implementing its role.

training in environmental protection. In
2015, the National Judicial Training

He mentioned that the National Judicial

Institute

on

Training Institute is committed to judicial

environment, law and environmental

education and with the preparation of

sanitation and protection as a response to

this presentation it has become clear that

the courts of first instance on how they

the Institute will do everything in its

view the environment, including urban

power, not only for the training of judges

planning.

and

He also stressed that the courts organize

preparation of manuals so that we can

forums and that Nigeria has established

have a proper curriculum with the new

rules whose violation gives the right to

trends.

arrest. The question of wildlife-crime has

He

deserved the attention of the judiciary

symposium represents a change in the

and is guided by the demand for the

approach of the National Judicial Training

protection of endangered species. This

Institute of Nigeria on environmental

protection covers wild species in danger.

issues and in the compilation of the

held

four

seminars

magistrates

conclude

but

also

in

by assuring that

the

this

program for the next year many things
will be improved.

Illegal trade in protected species is of
concern because it creates problems in

9- Status of Judicial Education on

the protection of these species. In 2014

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

the current administration made an

in Zambia

amendment to the protected species law

The presentation was made by the

and approved high fines for any violation

Honourable Judge of the Constitutional

of it. But it has also become clear that

Court and Chairman of the Committee

corruption leads to many losses and this

that is the Judicial Council on Training

does not help protect wildlife. That’s way
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and Capacity Building of judges and other
judicial

servants

in

Zambia,

introduction

Janet

related

in

to

the

course

environmental

subjects
law

ILUNGA.

administration as part of a prerequisite

Concerning to the environmental law, she

for obtaining a bachelors degree.

stated that the Committee conducts in-job
training, depending on the needs; usually

She informed that by the time being the

the trainers are senior judges who

Committee has been considering the

prepare the manuals and train for the

establishment of a Judicial Training

various categories of judges.

Institute for the training of Judges,
magistrates and other judicial servants in

She noted that the current Constitution of

order to ensure a well-structured and

Zambia was amended in 2016 and

regular judicial training for all staff in the

includes some articles or provisions that

justice sector. To that end, they have been

apply

collaborating

environmental

principles

on

with

environmental

governance, protection and management

management agencies and the Ministry of

of the environment as well as natural

Tourism, providing training for judges

resources.

and

As

for

environmental

legislation, Zambia has the environmental

adjudicators

of

various

environmental aspects.

management law which is the main
legislation and also has an environmental

She concludes by saying that in a very

law that is fragmented and is part of

recent past, the Committee has also

twenty-six laws that are part of several

partnered with USAID and the United

Ministries, which makes for a multiplicity

Nations Office on Drugs and Crime-

of laws and with many institutions to be

UNODC to provide training for judges,

part of it. But the key institution for the

magistrates and other law enforcement

management of environmental matters is

personnel.

the Environmental Agency called ZEINA.
10- Status of Judicial Education on
She noted that it is only very recently that

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

Zambia has had in law schools, both

in Madagascar

public and private universities, the
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The Honourable Justice Tahiana Lucette

RTD documents, namely the law manual

RAMBOA, representative of the Judicial

on environmental policy in Africa as well

Training Institute in Madagascar starting

as a guide to environmental decisions

her presentation by mentioning that

because Madagascar has just created the

during the training needs assessment

special court and taking into account the

carried out last May 2018, following the

timing of initial training the institute

acceptance of the application by the IFDD

plans to integrate environmental law in

and the CDF for this project, the Judicial

April 2019.

Training

With regard to 2019, it was also foreseen

Institute

of

Madagascar

prepared a schedule of activities and an

that

training

should

action plan for implementation of the

following the list of training needs that

project and this action plan contains four

the institute had made. In this regard, the

phases: the first phase is the presentation

Institute is counting with the support of

to the court for validation and then the

partners and the topics such as regional

second phase is the needs analysis. She

savings in the Indian Ocean, as well as

explained that the objective of the

very pertinent topics such as maritime

analysis is to collect the needs of the

pollution.

training of Judges and magistrates in

She also said that the institute will try to

environmental law and this month the

implement

institute is very interesting topic in

2020/21

relation to the traffic of turtles with the

environmental

support of the organization CDF and is

reiterated integration of environmental

planned the organization of training in

law in the training program and curricula

September about the theme "the traffic of

is of paramount importance because the

turtles".

country is recognized for its richness in

With regard to initial training, she said

terms of flora.

another
that

be

action

could
matters.

organized

plan

include
Finally,

for
new
she

that in November 2018, the Judicial
Training Institute for judges planned to

11- Panel of speakers from Cameroon,

carry out training programs which took

Gabon,

on

Mauritius on the Status of Judicial

account

of

the

specificities

of

environmental law and on the basis of the

30

Guinea-Bissau,

Malawi

and

Education on Environmental Law and

charge of making the most prominent

Wildlife Crime

environmental decisions.

1- Status of Judicial Education on

The most recent case, he pointed out,

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

where

in Cameron

preparation of the judges in matters of

The presentation was made by the

environmental protection, occurred in a

Director of the Judicial Training Institute

case that was processed in one of the

of Cameron, Philippe Rene NSOA, who

Cameron’s courts, which involved the

started by underline that Cameroon is

installation of a cement factory by a

State

International

businessman of a neighboring country.

environmental

The case was brought to court by NGOs

decrees and about twenty laws. Alongside

environmental defenders because they

this parallel framework, an institutional

considered that the procedure that led to

framework

and

the installation of the cement company

protection of environment has been

did not respect the legal framework that

divided between two Ministries, Forest

been put in place in Cameron. In this case,

and

the

unfortunately, the Court which decided

environment and nature protection and

the case dismissed the case on the ground

sustainable development.

that those organizations were not entitled

He said that it is on this floor that the

to take action in that case, even though

training of judges and magistrates is

the Constitution provides that protection

based, which is an imperative matter for

of the environment is a matter of national

any court auditor who enters the school

interest and therefore every citizen has

of administration and magistrature.

an obligation to protect the environment

The challenge of the National School of

2- Status of Judicial Education on

Magistracy and Administration Today is

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

to know what to do with those who have

in Gabon

not benefited from environmental law

The presentation was made by the

training during the college time and are in

Director of the Judicial Training Institute

party

to

Conventions,

six

Eighteen

has

Wildlife

been

created

managers

and
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one

can

note

the

lack

of

of Gabon, Alain Georges MOUKOKO, who

program for judges and magistrates. In

started by underline that Gabon is a

terms of progress, at present, and thanks

Central African Country that has many

to

riches, including 13 National Parks that

involvement

contain many legislative texts that protect

Conservation and Justice NGO, the School

and

has been able to organize some training

empower

the

extra-judicial

seminars

organized
of

NGOs,

with

the

namely

the

administrative actors of these protected

related to environmental law.

areas.

In addition, he said that in 2018, due to

He pointed out that the existing legal

advocacy by NGOs and international

framework in Gabon does not provide for

organizations,

provisions conferring jurisdiction on the

integrating the environmental matters in

judge

the Constitution. Finally, he said that

in

the

management

of

environmental matters.

Gabon

ended

up

another level of pressure was made by
the Association of Magistrates that ended

He said that Gabon's National School of

in the elaboration of the Forest Code that

Magistracy is conducting training on

at the moment is in the table of Review of

environmental

the Gabonese Legislative.

magistrates

law

for

because

Judges

the

and

Gabonese

normative framework that currently uses

3- Status of Judicial Education on

a

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

proliferation

of

texts

in

the

environmental field and Judges must be

in Guinea-Bissau

prepared to deal with.

The Honourable Court of Appeal Judge
and

Director

of

the

Guinea-Bissau

The hope for better environmental justice

Supreme Court of Justice President’s

in Gabon lies on introducing training for

Office Justice Arafá MANÉ, acting as

judges

with

representative of the Judicial Training

environmental cases, as well as betting on

Centre of Guinea Bissau, starting his

efforts to harmonize and strengthen the

presentation by mentioning that inspired

Gabonese repressive framework. Gabon

ontologically

hopes,

Portuguese Constitution of 1976, the

and

in

the

magistrates

future,

to

integrate

in

the

matrix

of

the

Guinean constitutional legislator, in the

environmental law into the training
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text of the Constitution of the Republic of

environment without the involvement of

Guinea-Bissau of 1993, establishes the

the courts and the intervention of the

principles of the exercise of territorial

courts

sovereignty of Guinea-Bissau over its

emphasizes the importance of judicial

natural resources, within its conservation

education for the protection of natural

of natural resources competences (Article

resources and the environment.

depends

on

legal

action.

It

9 (2) and (10)), and promoting the
physical and mental well-being of the

4- Status of Judicial Education on

population and its balanced insertion into

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

the socio-ecological environment by the

in Malawi

State through the definition of public

The presentation was made by the

health policies ( Article 15 of the

Honourable Judge and Chairman of the

Constitution,

exclusive

Committee that is the Judicial Council on

competence of the National People's

Training and Capacity Building of judges

Assembly of the Republic of Guinea-

and other judicial servants in Malawi,

Bissau to define the boundaries of the

Chifundo Jairus KACHALE. He started his

territorial waters of the country and its

presentation by saying that Malawi does

exclusive economic zone (Article 86 (i) ).

not have the Judicial Training Institute

with

the

yet. In the current strategic plan that was
Eight

years

later,

the

recently completed and being updated,

Guine-Bissau
of

there was a specific plan for the

environmental protection Law (Law no.

establishment of the institute, but it was

1/2011, of March 2), which adds in a very

overcome because there are other more

broad notion of environment realities

priorities situations in the Malawi Judicial

such as habitat, natural and built; spatial

system.

Congress

planning;

approved

urban

the

bases

planning;

basic

sanitation; public health (through quality

He mentioned that the Judicial Training

of life).

Committee tries to respond to the
shortcomings in the training of Judges

In conclusion, he emphasized that there is

and Magistrates because up to five years

no effective protection of the

ago the environmental law was not
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recognized as a subject matter in the

manual, this manual was produced earlier

training

but

this year and is a compilation of recent

nowadays the subject already has an

jurisprudence, not just the one of the

elective and non-compulsory discipline.

Supreme Court but also jurisprudence

of

judicial

personnel

coming from lower courts that give very
In order to fill this gap, the Committee has

good analysis on the impact of trainings

organized training and working with the

regarding the consistency of judgments in

Ministry of Natural Resources, created

jurisdictions because there are some

some instruments that are being used and

areas where some cases arise more than

have

others.

recently

been

able

to

train

magistrates using manuals that were
prepared with the help of the Ministry of

He went on to say that the previous

Environmental Affairs in the person of the

challenge

director of environmental impacts.

consistency in the courts' trends in

was

that

there

was

no

wildlife crime, but after training and
He stressed that environmental issues are

monitoring, as reported in this document,

alive in Malawi, in the recent past there

it can be assessed that training can

was a project of more than US $ 1 billion

provide judges and magistrates with

that the government launched to try to

relevant information and also when in

bring in adequate equipment for water

court, isolated in a remote court, it is

supply in a more sustainable way, but

difficult to recognize the impact of who

civil society organizations were challenge

was only arrested because he was cutting

the whole process that involved the

a tree, but if he appreciates all other

whole contest of this project. There were

environmental activities, he may have a

no environmental impact assessments to

very different vision.

be carried out so they filed a case before
the court to be able to interdict some of

Finally, he said that the Committee would

the actions of the project. The case is now

like to publish a manual on training in

in the Supreme Court.

environmental law so that it may be
relevant for judicial officers and one of

In

addition,

the

Committee

introduced guidelines in the form of a

has

the institutions where many lawyers are
trained to implement this manual, even
for those who have already been trained

and did not have access to this training.

the protection of the Indian Ocean, hence

The Committee would also like to

the ratification of treaties are crucial for

generate more resources from the point

Mauritius.

of view of reference materials and is very

She

satisfied by the opportunity given to the

environmental legislation approved by

Committee by the African Commission.

the

also

mentioned

Government

objective

in

a

of

range

of

Mauritius.

The

judges

and

training

5- Status of Judicial Education on

magistrates is to discuss how these issues

Environmental Law and Wildlife Crime

affect Mauritius and to analyze cases of

in Mauritius

environmental disputes that come to the

The presentation was made by the

courts. In addition, the training aims to

Director of the Judicial Training Institute

sensitize

of Mauritius, Mokshda PERTAUB, who

officials to the various international

started by underline that in Mauritius the

treaties ratified by Mauritius to effectively

jurisdiction

implement the law on the environment.

with

respect

to

the

judicial

bodies

and

other

environment is a criminal jurisdiction,
there is an environmental court that was

She

created in 2012. With respect to training

Mauritius the public has a lot of

of judges, magistrates and Court Officials

confidence in the independence of the

Mauritius

judiciary, people tend to comply with the

has

the

Judicial

Training

Institute created in 2011 with the aim of

underlined

by

saying

that

in

decision of the judiciary.

promoting efficiency and ensure the
maintenance of training and the legal

She also emphasized the need to develop

protection of all court employees in

a curriculum on environmental Law

general.

training and regretted that there were

She mentioned that in Mauritius there is a

only three permanent trainers in the

need for environmental protection that is

institute. She had therefore appealed to

fundamental for the survival of man and

UNEP to undertake further training in this

environmental protection is a priority in

area

Mauritius since there are small islands

environmental law and also to provide

and Mauritius plays an important role in

funding for the judicial training institutes
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and

to

create

a

manual

on



and provide specialized human resources
to carry out their training.

Need to harmonize the penalties
applied

for

violation

of

environmental law with those
12- This presentation was followed by

provided for in internationally

exchanges through which a number of

approved guidelines;

questions were raised concerning:
13- SESSION 3
















Need to share instruments for

High Level Segment- Greening the

assessing

Judiciary in Africa: Opportunities and

training

needs

assessment carried out by other

Solutions

Judicial Training Schools in order

Under the moderation of Adelino Manuel

to

Muchanga,

replicate

the

same

The

Chief

Justice

of

methodology;

Mozambique, this stage was marked by a

Need to evaluate the practical

presentation

impact

Magistrate presentations about the

of

the

environmental

from

South

African

education courses carried out by

Emerging Trends on Adjudication of

the Judicial Training Schools;

Environment Cases.

Strengthening

the

financial

autonomy of Judicial Training

This

presentation

was

followed

by

Institutes and reducing reliance on

exchanges through which a number of

support of the donors agencies;

concerning reflections were raised from

Need for the coordination of

the CJs present in this High Level Segment

judges of the formal courts with

as follow:

the Community Courts with regard
to

the

management

Greening

of

the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

environmental conflicts so as to

Opportunities and Solutions- South

guarantee

Africa:

the

application

of

Constitutional principles in the

•

Deterrent sentencing

protection of fundamental rights,

•

There is complexity is adjudication

in

particular

the

right

to

on environmental crimes

environment;
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•

•

Illegal dumping of Hazardous

•

waste a key problem in Africa

instruments

Increase the capacity of

including Constitution

Prosecutors and investigators
•

•

•

feature in environmental crimes
the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

•

•

There are sophisticated syndicates

Need for collaboration among
judiciaries in the training of judges

environmental available

on environment

Commitment to combating

Greening

environmental crimes is

Opportunities

important.

Madagascar:

Togo has an environmental
•

•

Judiciary
and

in

Africa:

Solutions-

Need to highlight marine related

Madagascar has scattered
legislation

Environmental cases fail due to
•

lack of capacity and failure to
prosecute

the

crimes

Reparation of environmental
damages

•

There are a few cases on

constitutionalized rights to the

tribunal
•

There is no institution for Judicial

on environment crime

Opportunities and Solutions- Togo:

•

environment

environment issues
•

Greening

on

Training

Strengthening of laws including
money laundering that is a key

•

There is multiplicity of legal

on

They

do

instrument

environmental

not
on

have

a

single

environmental

protection

grounds
•

Need to ensure deterrence to this
crimes

Greening the Judiciary in Africa:
Opportunities

and

•

Solutions-

There is need to harmonize the
laws and court systems in Africa to

Botswana:

efficiently handle transboundary
environmental crime
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•

The need to start thinking about
an

international

court

•

on

reflect the importance of the

environment
Greening

the

Environment;

Judiciary

in

•

Africa:

There’s

a

need

to

be

•

clear

become a matter of life and death.

the executive arm can interfere

We must deal with environmental

with these environmental cases
The

balance

Environment
maintain

of
–

customs
How

our

can

customs

In Africa, the ecosystem is at a
fragile state and it has quickly

separation of powers. Sometimes

•

Increase prison sentences and give
punitive fines;

Opportunities and Solutions- Zambia:
•

We need to review our laws to

cases

vs.

decisively

and

ensure

deterrent punishments;

we
•

and

This symposium in very important
for us as Africa to take Action. We

traditions and still sustainably use

need to build the capacity of the

the Environment

Judiciary to tackle this matter.
Greening

the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

Opportunities and Solutions- Burkina
Greening

Faso:

the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

Opportunities and Solutions- Zambia:
•

Arbitration
dispute

ad

an

solutions

alternative

to

•

resolving

laws on environment;

environmental issues
•
Greening

the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

The training of judges should
include prosecutors and

Opportunities and Solutions- Kenya:
•

In Zambia they have fragmented

investigators.

We are assembled here because
we have not done what we are
Greening

supposed to do;
•

We

are

either

indifferent
environment

on

oblivious
issues

which

the

as

the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

Opportunities and Solutions- Sierra

or

on

the

Leone:
•

The area of Environmental law is
new in Sierra Leone;

judiciary we handle daily;
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•

They have new legislation on the

Greening

Environment;
•

developed

on

•

the

Africa:

Adopted the new Penal Code that
crimes.

The need to balance the interests
of

businesses

and

the

Greening

environment;
•

in

has a chapter on environmental

environmental law;
•

Judiciary

Opportunities and Solutions- Angola

The capacity of Judges is now
being

the

the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

Opportunities and Solutions- Senegal:

It is therefore crucial to get a
sustainable training.

•

Presented the possibility of using
Regional courts such as ECOWAS

Greening

the

Opportunities

Judiciary
and

in

court to handle environmental

Africa:

Solutions-

matters.

East

African Court of Justice:
•

•

How can we link the environment

Greening

and Human rights?

Opportunities and Solutions- Benin:
•

What are the current trends of

•

These are crucial areas of training
to

equip

Judiciary

in

Africa:

Cooperation in training the Judges
in Africa is a welcome concept;

case law?
•

the

judiciary

with

The

possibility

of

forming

a

networks of African Judiciaries on

the

environmental law will strengthen

appropriate knowledge and skills.

the role of judges to resolve
Greening

the

Judiciary

in

environmental matter to ensure

Africa:

environmental

Opportunities and Solutions- Lesotho:
•

cases

are

well

adjudicated.

Issues of the relationship between
the Human right and environment

•

must be considering;

Greening

The judiciary can be innovative in

Opportunities and Solutions- Gambia:

protecting the environment.
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the

Judiciary

in

Africa:

•

•

•

Mutual legal agreements should be

•

looked into;

symposium

Transfer of prisoners should be

cooperation and work together to

seamless;

ensure

The need to look at the substance

programme for the judiciary on

of the law and reduce gaps and

environmental law;

inconsistencies;
•

•

The one of the aims of the

•

a

is

to

strengthen

sustainable

training

It was important to convene this

Need to train lawyers on some of

symposium to get guidance and

the new and emerging areas on the

leadership from the heads of the

environment;

judiciaries, the chief justices on

Sharing good practice and case law

this initiative;

among the judiciaries to ensure

•

We

seek

to

ensure

budget

allocation for this programme,

better decisions.

networking between judiciaries in
Greening

the

Judiciary

in

Africa on environmental law;

Africa:
•

Opportunities and Solutions- Burundi:
• Cooperation

to launch the regional frameworks

through

namely the curriculum and manual

harmonization in training;
•

on training on environmental law;

The symposium and its objectives
•

are very crucial and important to

where

exchange

of

and

solutions

to

experience
adjudication

of

Leone,

Malawi,

Kenya,

Ghana and Mozambique;

It is a good idea to have annual
trainings

The initiative has been piloted in
Sierra

spur action in Africa;
•

The symposium is also a platform

•

With the support of all judiciaries
we can move from the pilot
countries to all African countries;

environmental
•

matters.

The

intended

launch

of

the

network on environmental law
Greening

the

Judiciary

in

will ensure continuance of these

Africa:

initiatives by facilitating sharing of

Opportunities and Solutions- UNEP

experiences and case law as well
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as monitoring of the commitments

session

we make in this meeting.

Institutions. The methodology followed

Greening

the

Opportunities

Judiciary

in

and

4

of

the

Judicial

Training

was to divide the work into roundtables

Africa:

to discuss the topics "Introduction to the

Solutions

Curriculum and the Regional Training

Mozambique:

Manual on Environmental Law." Four
•

The legal frameworks on the

round tables were organized in four

environment are necessary to

different meeting rooms, namely:

tackle the growing menace of

•

•

•

environmental crimes;

ROUND TABLE A: Revision of the

Cooperation among the African

Regional

states in this initiative is therefore

Environmental

timely;

speaking African Countries;

Training
Law

Curriculum
in

on

Portuguese-

This will translate in sharing
jurisprudence, legal solutions and

ROUND TABLE B: Finalize the Regional

exchange of experience;

Training Manual for African English-

Mozambique’s Judicial Training

speaking countries;

Centre is piloting this Greening the

ROUND TABLE C: Revision of the

Judiciary initiative which is very

Regional

welcome.

Francophone African Countries.

Training

Manual

for

14- SESSION 4

2- Judicial Education Segment- Regional

Judicial Education Segment- Regional

Frameworks on Judicial Education-

Frameworks on Judicial Education

Report back: outcomes of roundtables’,
breakout groups

1. Plenary Presentation: Introduction
ROUND TABLE A:

to Regional Trainers Curriculum and

 The training curriculum for judges

Manuals
The 43 JTIs represented and their

and magistrates should be a

respective Directors participated in the

document

with

an

overview

where, in turn, the training,
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 Anglophone countries are at an

methodology and content are
mentioned;

advanced stage because they have

 The general objective of their

finalized the training manual. It

respective curricula must be to

was in this sense that they girded

equip judges, magistrates, aspiring

their observations on aspects such

magistrates to modify terminology

as

and focus on judicial training to

pagination of the document, the

ensure that this curriculum is not

standardization of the text and

only for magistrates but flexible



for all trainees, based on two



language

used,

the

contents;
 They were given 30 days deadline

modules, the first module being

to enable them to do in more detail

the general principles and the

the

second adjudication aspects;

contextualization. At the end of the

 Need

work

and

better

b-learning

term, they should submit a final

training methodology in order to

document to the secretariat of the

to

introduce

encourage judges and magistrates


the



to participate;
 As a methodology, the adoption of

symposium, translated into the
three working languages
(Portuguese and France)

active and dynamic methodologies
such as the use of Moot Court,

ROUND TABLE C:
 The

phased trials, in pairs, given the

France

African

Countries

multidisciplinary nature in the

already have a training manual

environmental

provide

which was adopted from 5 – 9

of

the

February

the

Cameroon, during the Symposium

evaluation will be determined by

on the theme: effectiveness of

institutions looking at procedures,

Environmental

access to justice and inclusion of

Integration

local, regional and global cases;

Matters in Judicial Education in

technical

area,

knowledge

environmental

law

where

2018

in

Law
of

Yaoundé,

and

Environmental

Francophone Africa countries;
ROUND TABLE B:
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the

3. Plenary Presentation: Status of

 The manual is divided into 3 parts
Penalties,

Establishment of the Africa Judicial

Sanctions, 13 chapters and 17

Education Network on Environmental

problematic

Law

namely



in

environmental

matters;

The session meant to address the draft

 These chapters respectively deal
with



Procedures,

the

principles

rules

establishment

of

the

Africa

the

Judicial

protection of environmental law;

Law for the participant delegation and

Environmental

taxation;

was marked by a number of interventions

Protection of biodiversity; The

on the content and scope of the network.

protection

Questions were raised about follow

of

forests;

The

issues:
 The composition of the founding

nuisances; Pollution caused by



wastes and dangerous substances;



of

for

Education Network on Environmental

The fight against pollutions and



regulations

environmental law; Tools in the

protection of marine resources;



and

members;
 composition of the Bodies of the

Protection of cultural heritage;

Network (General Conference, a

Management of natural disasters

Steering

and

Secretary General);

prevention

of

risks;

Institutions in charge of

proposed methodology in the election of

Environmental litigation.
gives

scope

11 countries to be part of the office

for

bearer.

extension to other professions,
which contribute to the work of
the

judiciary

continuing

for

training,

a

by the participants all agree with the

Environmental inspections;

manual

and

As concerned of the both questions raised

environmentalprotection;

 The

Committee

initial

and

and

may

4. Plenary Presentation: Presentation,
discussion, validation and adoption of
the Maputo Plan of Action on Greening

extend the use of it to lawyers on

the Judiciaries

specific issues, such as cases of
violation of environmental rights.
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Consequent

upon

the

discussions

in Africa lie with not only building the

emanating from all heads of the judicial

capacity

training institutes present in the

Prosecutors, Police, customs officers and

symposium the Maputo Declaration on

other relevant stakeholders

Greening the Judiciary in Africa was

of

the

Judiciary

but

the

Recalling the Johannesburg Principles on

validate and adopted as follow:

the

Role

of

Law

and

Sustainable

Maputo Declaration on Greening

Development adopted at the Global

Judiciaries in Africa

Judges Symposium held in Johannesburg,
South Africa in August 2002 which inter

We the Chief Justices, Presidents of

alia

Supreme Courts and Regional Courts,
Attorneys

General, Ministers,

ensuring

Judges,

Judiciaries in Africa

Recalling

environmental

degradation

promoting

rampant
that

the

World

compliance

with

and

enforcement of international and national

is

environmental regimes,

transformation of the continent
that

2016

Noting that judiciaries are crucial in the

threatening Africa’s Development and

Recognizing

the

Justice

the environmental rule of law
the

also

2018 Declaration of Judges on Water

advancing

ecologically sustainable development and

about

in

Law adopted in Rio de Janeiro and the

independent and skilled judiciary is an

Concerned

prominently

Declaration on the Environmental Rule of

competent,

for

feature

law

process

Regional Symposium on Greening the

element

environmental

of

judges and others engaged in the judicial

African Countries, attending the Second

integral

importance

training at all levels, in particular among

duly authorized representatives of 37

a

the

academic curricula, legal studies and

Judiciary Training Institutions and other

that

that

development

Magistrates, heads of Tribunals, heads of

Acknowledging

recognized

Considering that enhancing the capacity
of Judges and Magistrates is critical to the

innovative

realization of sustainable development,

solutions to tackling the environmental
challenges and creating a deterrent effect
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Noting the establishment of the Global
Judicial Institute on the Environment,

2.

to

Welcoming the Johannesburg Action Plan

and

Yaoundé Final Communiqué on Judicial

support

or

strengthen

Enforcement

provide

Education on Environmental Law as key
to

enact

the

appropriate environmental laws

of January 2017 and the February 2018

platforms

Call upon our countries legislatures

a

systems

platform

for

to
the

judiciaries to effectively protect

countries

the environment.

mainstream and integrate environmental
law in judicial training Institutions as part
of sustainable curricula,
3.

Further welcome the development

Recognizing the need for a platform to

of the Training Curriculum and

continuously

information,

Manuals on Environmental Law

create partnerships for collaboration,

for Judges and Magistrates and

strengthen capacity, and provide research

other relevant officials in Africa.

and

analysis

adjudication,

exchange

on
court

environmental
practices,

and

4.

Request the development of green

environmental rule of law,

bench books on environmental

Hereby declare our commitment to

cases and adjudication that covers

strengthen and retain the necessary

best practices in Africa

capacity in our judicial institutions to
5.

adequately adjudicate environmental

Network on Environmental Law in

disputes and to this end;
1.

Welcome

and

support

collaboration

the

Judicial

establishment and launch of the

Environmental

Law

with

the

Institute

Global

on

the

Environment and with support

Africa Judicial Training Network
on

Request the Africa Judicial Training

from

and

the

Environment

encourage our Judicial Education

other

Institutions and Judicial Officials to

United

Nations

Programme

partners

to

and

support

countries develop and implement

join the network.

judicial education programmes in
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6.

environmental law in line with the

environmental

above training curriculum and

contemporary

manuals on environmental law.

matters in Africa

Further Request the United Nations

(b) Procedural

law;

and

environmental

aspects

in

Environment Programme and the

adjudication of environmental

Global Judicial Institute on the

disputes including: jurisdiction;

Environment to provide support

access

within the framework of the Africa

justice;

Judicial

on

environmental cases; civil and

the

criminal

Training

Environmental

Network

Law,

in

to

environmental
evidence

in

remedies

and

development and implementation

sanctions; case management in

of a Judicial Education Programme

environmental matters

designed

to

improve

the
(c) Principal

knowledge and skills of Judges,

subject

areas

of

Magistrates and other relevant

environmental adjudication

officials in the Justice chain in the

including:

environmental,

application of environmental law.

wildlife

forest

and

crimes;

human rights and the
7.

Encourage our Judicial Education

environment;

Institutions to develop within 2

governance

of

years, environmental law training

resources;

governance

programmes

and

marine and coastal resources;

Magistrates taking into account,

and governance of mineral and

but not limited to, the following

other extractive resources

for

Judges

pollution;
fresh

water
of

broad areas;
8.

cooperate among the judiciaries

(a) Foundations of environmental
law

including:

fundamental

and

objectives,

principles

Call upon African countries to

Regional

Courts

on

environmental matters to advance

and

environmental protection

concepts and tools of
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Plenary- Launch Ceremony for the
9.

Agree to host the next symposium

in 2020 in the Republic of Kenya and

Africa Judicial Education Network and
the Regional Frameworks

request the Chief Justice of the Republic of
Kenya with support from the United
Nations Environment Programme, the
Africa Judicial Training Network on
Environmental Law and other partners to
organize the symposium
10.

Convey our sincere gratitude to the
Government and Chief Justice of
the Republic of Mozambique and
the United Nations Environment
Programme for hosting and
Organizing the second symposium
on greening the judiciaries in
Africa

Dated at Maputo, Mozambique this 3rd
day of August 2018

Following

the

programme

was

the

Launching Ceremony of the African
Judicial

Education

Network.

The

Chairman, Justice Denis Adjei, presented
the

AJENEL

objectives,

rules

and

regulations and he end up proposing the
constitution of the office bearers.

15- SESSION 5

The launching ceremony observed the

However,

it

was

agreed

that

the

constitution of its regional staff members

francophone countries, with the largest

that comprise eleven (11) countries. The

number of members, would elect more

(42) Judicial Training Institutes and

members, as follows:

Schools here represented participated in

• Francophone countries - Madagascar,

the launch of AJANEL. Under the guidance

Morocco, Cameroon, Burkina Faso and

and leadership of the Chairman-in-Office,

the Central African Republic;

the Heads of Judicial Training Institutes

• Anglophone countries - South Africa,

participating in the symposium agreed

Tanzania, Malawi and Ghana

that the membership of the Network

• Lusophone countries - Mozambique

should be balanced and respect each

and Angola.

African regional area, once the disparity

Followed this constitution ceremony was

between the members was verified,

the launching of the Africa Judicial

according to the composition below.

Network on Environmental Law- AJENEL

with the main aim to improve the quality

(i) develop

and

avail

to

members

of judicial education in environmental

emerging

matters for members of the judiciary in

approaches for imparting judicial

Africa. The objectives of the network are

education on environmental matters,

as follow:

and;

(a) promote

the

integration

of

methodologies

and

(j) To mobilize resources to achieve the

environmental law in the curricula of

objectives of the network.

judicial education bodies in Africa;
for

For the Secretariat of the African Judicial

interaction among judicial educators

Education Network, South Africa was

in the continent;

indicated to take the position, as it has

(b) provide

a

regular

forum

and

been doing an excellent job in recent

identification of environmental law

times and the Network still have many

training needs of the judiciaries of

programs to follow up.

(c) support

the

analysis

member states;
(d) develop and maintain a database of

After the voting of the elected members

judicial educators in environmental

the actual Chairman, Justice Denis Adjei,

law;

obtained the largest number of votes and

(e) facilitate

the

development

he was elected to rule the network for the

and

promotion of model judicial

next (2) years term according with the

education programmes on

approved rules and regulations of the

environmental law;

network.

(f) develop and disseminate online
Plenary Presentation- Adoption of the

resources on environmental law;
(g) promote

the

exchange

Regional

and

Training

Curriculum

and

dissemination of experience in the

Training Manuals on Environmental

field of environmental law;

Law for Judges and Magistrates in
Africa

(h) facilitate the design of programmes
and

methods

for

collaborative

The culmination of the Second Regional

training, in particular using new

Symposium on Greening the Judiciaries in

technology;

Africa coincided with the launch and
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validation

of

the

regional

training

years. This news was received with

frameworks on environmental law, the
regional

curriculum

and

applause, drum and dances.

the

environmental training manual for judges

Closing Remarks:

and magistrates both prepared with the

Remarks by the Chairperson of the

support of UNEP and other partners.

African Judicial Network

(Regional frameworks attached as annex

His Excellency Chairperson of the African

3).

Judicial Education Network, began by

The ceremony was led by His Excellencies

addressing to the Honorables Chief

the Chief Justices of the Supreme Courts

Justices, Judicial Educators and other

of Mozambique, Kenya and Senegal, who

participants. Addressing his speech, he

had the honor of launching the Regional

referred to the elected AJENEL steering

Frameworks in a symbolic way. The three

committee reporting on the next steps of

Chief Justices, at the same time, opened

the network and thanking the confidence

the curtain that was covering the manuals

of its peers in its election and concluded

and curricula made of paper box, each of

by saying that the main task of judges and

them holding one regional framework at

magistrates is to ensure the protection of

the same time that were raising very high

the rights of the environment, fauna,

so that all the participants could witness

water resources and others, and therefore

the information that were launched there.

the AJENEL will help the judiciary in

All this ceremonial was accompanied with

Africa to fulfill its role.

the sound of the African dance and drum
performed by the singing and dancing

Remarks

group of the National Penitentiary Service

Environment Programme

of Mozambique-SERNAP.

Elizabeth Mrema, Director of UNEP Law

Following this launch ceremony and

Division took the floor and start by

before the closing remarks the Chief

underlining that the objectives of this

Justice of the Supreme Court of Kenya,

Symposium

David Maraga, took the floor to inform

momentum and achievements that have

that Kenya would be the host to the next

been gained over the years on the

Symposium that would be held within 2

Greening the judiciaries in Africa.
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by

the

was

United

to

Nations

sustain

the

She notices that the symposium attracted

We have exchanged good practices,

45 countries out of which 42 are from

shared

Africa and 3 are visiting Africa.

capacity, court practices. We have created

information,

strengthened

partnerships for collaboration.

She also noticed that the symposium had
73 Judges and Magistrate’s participants

In this regard she thanked all the partners

with 28 chief justices, presidents of

for the support and the future promises

national and regional courts or their

given. She underlined that with the

representatives.

realization of the symposium we have
united Africa, despite the different legal

In addition, she stated that there were 42
judicial

training

institutions

and linguistic challenges.

or

programmes. The missing countries were

She remembered that the leadership of

Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Sudan, Southern

the judiciaries has agreed to support

Sudan,

judicial training and turning the bench

Eritrea,

Somalia

Djibouti,

Comoros, Mauritania, Cape Verde,

into environment sensitive ones.

For the Director of UNEP this shows the

She concluded by saying that above all we

level of interest and importance that the

will go back to our countries with one

judiciaries are giving to the protection of

phrase: sustainable knowledge

the environment.

skills on environmental law education.
The symposium will also create a

The creation and launch of an African

platform to enhance Judicial Institutes

Judicial Network on environmental law
education

and

the

and

capacity in curriculum development and

accompanying

approaches of integrating new areas of

curriculum and training manuals is not an

the law.

end in themselves but the beginning of a
long journey. Going forward she recall the

Remarks by the Partners

Ugandan proverb of “not fearing the sun if

International Fund for Animal Welfare-

you want to become a chief” to say that

IFAW

we all have now come out to the sun and

The Representative of the International

we will soon be chiefs.

Fund for Animal Welfare began his speech
by saying that the Symposium is a United
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Nations Environment Programme Agenda

working

on

the

inserted in the good governance of states,

promoting

similar to the agenda of democracy and

guaranteeing the rule of law and the

human rights. He assured that his

implementation

organization is willing to continue to

system of law. He added that they are

support and work as partners in the

working with many organizations in

greening the judiciaries initiative in Africa

Africa and that he’s proud to congratulate

and to ensure that what has already been

the organizers of the 2nd Symposium,

started for sure will reap the rewards for

which is very important for Africa, and

future generations.

extends its congratulations to UNEP and

human

of

African
rights

the

continent,
through

international

its partners who have conceived this
International Commission of Jurists

event of judicial educators.

The representative of the International

The international commission of jurists

Commission of Jurists, Dr. Arnold Tsunga,

has a Pan-African project to implement in

started by welcoming the Chief Justices of

Africa, supported by the European Union.

the Supreme Courts of Africa and the
other guests, saying that it’s a great

The commission also makes a very

privilege to take the floor at the closing

significant contribution to the services of

ceremony of the II Regional Symposium.

translation of the materials, as is the

He

visiting

concrete case of the documents that had

Mozambique at all times mainly for the

access and the interpretation that is

relations of friendship and neighborhood

taking place, as a way to guarantee

with the country. He also mentioned that

efficient communication during the II

he was able to witness the reforms made

Symposium.

mentioned

that

he

in the jurisdiction and he’s proud of the
work that has been carried out by the

The representative of the International

Judiciary system of Mozambique.

Commission of Jurists recognized the role

Continuing with the floor, he explained

of UNEP and he underlined that was also

that the International Commission of

important

Jurists is composed of lawyers and jurists

deepening of human rights standards in

from around the world and has been

Africa.
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in

contributing

to

the

He went on to speak of the violation of

Closing Remarks by Chief Justice of

human

Mozambique,

rights

that

leads

to

the

Adelino

Manuel

degradation of the environment. He

Muchanga

stated that human rights and ecology and

Finally, His Excellency, Adelino Manuel

sustainable

are

Muchanga, the Chief Justice of the

interdependent and indivisible, and that

Supreme Court of Mozambique, delivered

there is a need for jurisprudence to accept

the closing speech of the Second Regional

economic and social rights for peoples. He

Symposium Greening the Judiciaries in

added

the

Africa, starting by giving the opportunity

globalization of a weak governance

to colleagues for eventual comment after

sphere, Africa loses more than 60 million

the reading of the Maputo declaration by

dollars

development

that

in

the

annually

context

acts

of

the Director of the Judicial Training

the

ICJ

Centre from Mozambique, Elisa Samuel.

researchers

And as there were no comments, the

showed that in 30 years, 1.3 billion

Maputo Declaration was then approved.

dollars have left Africa in illicit trafficking.

(Document in annex III)

Finally, he clarified that if Africa's legal

Proceeding, he welcomed all the present

systems develop to stop corruption and

Chief Justices, the honorables Judges and

illicit exit from resources in Africa, it will

magistrates and the Director of UNEP, Ms.

not need donors and will be able to use its

Elizabeth Mrema, Mr. President of the

resources to protect the environment and

African

human rights of its peoples, then a

Environmental Law, the Heads of Judicial

collective aim must be made of this in

Training Institutes, the partners and the

which African legal and judicial legal

different guests.

corruption.

In

representative

through

of

fact
that

says
the

Judicial

Network

on

systems can advance.
He stated that he was happy to address
He concluded by thanking the honorable

his colleagues and friends, because in the

Chief Justices and all participants to

assessment he made, we achieved the

continue this partnership.

intended objectives. In a dynamic way, in
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an open, proactive and frontal way, we

the speed clarification of cross-border

approach a subject of extreme importance

environmental crimes, bearing in mind

for the existence of life on earth, not only

that the environment is a humanity

Today but also for future generations, the

common legal good.

problems we identify are the same, the
challenges we have in Africa are the same,

He also mentioned the need for everyone

we had a moment of introspection, and

to

we all came to the conclusion that our

environmental problems should not be

weaknesses can be overcome, we come to

postponed until tomorrow, we have to act

the conclusion that regardless of the

Today, because this planet is the only

intervention of other actors, we as the

house for humanity, or at least until

judiciary, we can do more and better to

proven otherwise.

understand

that

solutions

to

raise our awareness and our sensitivity to
environmental problems.

Continuing, he said that he was invading
with the feeling of satisfaction because

Continuing, he mentioned that during the

concrete measures had been taken, the

discussions some examples of situations

African network on environmental law

that occurred in some jurisdictions were

had been launched, and the regional

mentioned

in

curriculum for the training of Judges and

same

magistrates in environmental law had

problems, situations in which we have

been adopted, as well as the training

apprehensions,

are

manuals. Therefore, in his opinion, this

identified and then there are payment of

was no longer a symposium where people

values that are ridiculous, the and then

meet and then there are no concrete

the lawsuits are unsuccessful because

results, he thinks that the meeting served

people disappear.

to take relevant measures, with an impact

and

Mozambique

stated

also

the

have

that
the

offenders

on our future action as a judiciary.
He went on to say that it was clear that
there is a need to improve our legal and

Therefore, he said that it invades the

judicial cooperation, in particular through

feeling

mutual legal assistance agreements, for

confidence that the judiciary will be
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of

satisfaction

and

also

of

better equipped to properly play its role

this effort to make the judiciary more

in protecting the environment.

green, the panelists, especially the Chief
Justices, who predisposed themselves to

He also exhorted that more than adequate

tackle this complex issues and share their

training we have to raise our awareness

experiences in this field.

of the duty that lies on us all as citizens of
this

planet

and

the

Continuing, he paid a public tribute to the

preservation of life to defend with all the

coordination team, which was led, from

weapons

our

the Mozambican part by Honorable

environment. He urges all participants to

Supreme Court Judge, Dr. Luis Mondlane

not allow the gain of some to jeopardize

and the Director of the Centre for Legal

our collective survival.

and Judicial Training, Dra. Elisa Samuel.

Before concluding, he left a word of

Finally,

appreciation to the partners, calling on

Mozambique, for the presence of all, in

them to accept the deep appreciation for

particular the commitment we made to

the support provided to make this

continue working together to preserve

symposium

life on earth.

that

interested

we

possible,

in

possess

with

particular

he

thanked,

on

behalf

of

reference to the United Nations
Environment

Program-

UNEP,

He concluded wishing everyone a good

represented by the Director, Dr. Elizabeth

return and wish that they find the families

Mrema, the International Commission of

in perfect condition.

Jurists, UNODOC, Austrian Development
Cooperation (ADA), Swiss Cooperation

With these words, the 2nd African

(SDC), the International Fund for Animal

Symposium on the Greening Judiciary in

Welfare and all partners who had support

Africa was officially closed.

this initiative.

He also took the opportunity to reiterate
his willingness to continue to count on
the valuable support of the partners in
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